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Making Every Day Better for CF Patients
Around the Capital Region
The Donna M. Crandall Foundation began 17 years ago with
a simple mission: to improve the lives of local cystic fibrosis
patients and their families. Most friends and supporters of
the DMCF are aware of our bigger, more visible projects—the
gift bags to make hospital stays better for admitted patients,
the Summer Surprises to make clinic visits a little sunnier,
and the renovated “Living Room” on E5. But, the bulk of
DMCF’s support manifests itself in the quiet backing that
many local families living with CF need. “Local CF patients
have a unique support system here in Albany,” said John
Nash, pediatric social worker at Albany Medical Center. “The
Donna Crandall Foundation steps in after we exhaust all
other programs and helps reduce the stress that comes from
financial pressures of having a chronic illness.”

patients and their families meet their day-to-day needs. The
Foundation grants helps throughout the year for needs big
and small, including financial help with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mortgage payments to avoid foreclosure;
Medical Co-pays;
Bills to Albany Med, pharmacies, and oxygen vendors;
Car repairs;
Tuition at summer camps;
College scholarships;
Make-a-Wish trips;
Household necessities, such as a mattress and bedding;
and
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Teeing off to raise funds
at the Dawn McGuinness
Memorial Golf Event
The Dawn McGuinness Memorial Golf Event (formerly the Pig and Putt
Classic) continued its tradition of fabulous fun and amazing growth in
its third year on June 10, 2017.

Organizers of the
event: Danielle
Grasso, Mike Utzig,
Ryan Mark, and
Erin Mark

For the first time since its inception, the golf tournament sold out, with
120 golfers participating (up from 88 last year). Organizers Erin and
Ryan Mark, Mike Utzig, and Danielle Grasso were delighted with the
turnout and interest this year, and they were thrilled to announce that
the tournament raised a record-breaking $18,000 for the Donna
Crandall Foundation!
“This year’s golf tournament was a sold out event, the entire tourney
team and I were overwhelmed with the extreme amount of generosity
we received,” Erin Mark said. “There were even participants who traveled
from Maine and New Jersey, and we loved hearing golfers say over and
over, ‘I now mark this wonderful event on my calendar every year!’”

Winners of the day:
Justin Chamberland,
Bob Payst, Michael
Zuccaro, and
Scott Dunkers

Held once again at the Briar Creek Golf Course in Princetown,
participants enjoyed a round of golf, lunch buffet, and a pig roast
dinner with craft beer tasting, as well as golf challenges, such as longest
drive, hole-in-one, closest to the pin, straightest drive, and a putting
contest. Justin Chamberland, Bob Payst, Michael Zuccaro and Scott
Dunkers won the day and took home the “Lemon Trophy” (in honor
of Dawn McGuinness’s ability to make lemonade out of lemons) and
tickets to the 2017 Emerald Eve.

The “Losers” of the
day—Skip Young,
Suzann Young,
Juliann Dellarocco,
and Michael
Dellarocco—still
got to take home
DMCF tote bags!

Tournament participant Suzann Young said, “We had a blast at this year’s
golf tournament. Aside from the heartwarming cause, we were all there
to support, we experienced a perfect day of golf, amazing food and drink,
and had the pleasure of seeing old friends and making new ones. Walking
away with the first prize for last place was just an added bonus to our
already wonderful day! Looking forward to next year already!”

SAVE THE DATE!

The Fourth Annual Dawn McGuinness Memorial Golf Event will be on June 9, 2018.
Please contact dawnmcgolftourney@gmail.com for sponsorship opportunities.

Making Every Day Better for CF Patients Around the Capital Region,
The DMCF also works to help local CF patients exploring lung transplants—a procedure
that requires significant travel and expense. The Foundation gives $1,000 to patients
exploring their transplant options—helping to cover travel and hotel expenses while
visiting hospitals around the country. The Foundation gives an additional $2,500 after a
patient has their transplant—offsetting some of the immediate expenses in the weeks post
transplant, including weeks of missed work and anti-rejection medications. Foundation
President David Crandall shared, “Donna and I traveled to New York City to explore a
lung transplant, and on the drive home, she commented how lucky we were to have two
salaries and insurance. She recognized that the financial burden of transplants made them
impossible for some patients. I know she’d be pleased with the efforts the Foundation
makes to help local CF families with their transplant journeys.” As transplants become
more common, the DMCF strives to support patients even more. Be sure to attend Emerald
Eve in November to learn more about how the Foundation will continue to support
transplant patients in the future!
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continued from page 1

The Egelston family enjoying their
Make-A-Wish trip to the Bahamas,
sponsored in part by DMCF.

In her own words . . .
Sydney Reichart on growing up with
the Donna M. Crandall Foundation
recent stay this past July. They are both so nice, and I was so
happy to receive them. Both gifts made my stay much more
comfortable, and the blanket made the room feel much more
homey. I am so grateful to have the Foundation in my life!
have probably received between 13 and 16 gift bags. More
recently I’ve been getting admitted several times a year, and
it’s such a wonderful feeling to receive a gift bag when stuck
in the hospital.

Sydney, the Donna Crandall Foundation is 17 years old—
just like you—so, for everyone older than you, hospital visits,
clinic visits, and life in general were different without the
Foundation’s support. Can you imagine what life would be
like without the DMCF?
DMCF has helped me tremendously throughout the past
17 years, both as a young child and still today. Admissions
to the hospital were easier because I was receiving a gift bag
filled with prizes, games, and food for my stay. I also was
able to attend summer camp for not one, but two years
with the help of DMCF. For that, I am eternally grateful and
I could never say thank you enough. The Donna Crandall
Foundation has helped my family in times of need—
whether financial or emotional. The people that are a part
of this Foundation truly have the kindest souls and work
so hard doing amazing things for the CF community.

What would you tell your friends about the Foundation?
I always tell my friends that it’s a foundation that does a
lot of selfless work to help CF patients and to make us feel
better in any way they can. I have taken friends with me to
the Emerald Eve Gala on several occasions. Every time we
left, they would tell me about how amazing they thought
it was; and how touching the story of the Donna Crandall
Foundation is. The entire CF community deserves to have a
fantastic support system like this. I tell people how grateful
I am to have it and that it inspires me as well as others to
reach out, be kind, and do good for others.

Every year, the DMCF does a “Summer Surprise” for patients
coming to clinic appointments. What was your favorite?
My favorite Summer Surprises were during years with the
Olympics—the Summer Olympics themes were great!
Every year my birthday and annual appointment are also
when they do the Summer Surprises. It’s like a birthday
present to me. One year when I was about 8 or 9, I remember
randomly choosing a box that had a “medal” in it, and the
medal determined what prize you got. I got the “gold”
medal and received $100! It was really exciting to me,
especially being such a little kid. I’ve always appreciated
the summer prizes because it makes going to Albany Med
for my appointment something to look forward to,
rather than something to dread.

Can you share any other ways the DMCF has touched your life?
I was lucky enough to be featured in the Emerald Eve video
one year, and it was truly something I will never forget! I
was in 9th grade when they asked me if I wanted to be
featured, and it was really exciting to be a part of something
so amazing and inspiring. I remember the film crew came to
my volleyball match to record me playing, and I went to a
small boutique in Troy where we did the actual interview. I
felt like I was impacting people in a positive way by sharing
my story and showing others that CF doesn’t get in the way
of my happiness or living life to the fullest extent.

Did you ever receive a tin of Christmas cookies? How did it
become a part of your holiday traditions?

I also love attending the annual Shaker Swim-a-thon,
especially since last year they were raising money to help
me attend summer camp. Speaking with all the children
and having them come up to me afterwards to tell me how
proud they were to be raising money for a good cause really
hit me, and it was the most heartwarming thing I have ever
experienced. Everyone who takes part in events organized by
the Foundation and helps to raise money feels good when
they do so because it goes to a great cause. The Donna M.
Crandall Foundation is truly an inspiration to me, and I hope
that someday I’ll be able to find a way to say THANK YOU
for absolutely everything they have done for me these past 17
years, although I won’t ever be able to say it enough.

I love getting the tins of cookies! Cookies tins are another
way the Foundation shows that they care about all of us.
I’m always looking for those extra calories in a day, and the
cookies definitely help with that… although, they don’t last
very long in my house! It’s really just a sweet reminder that
DMCF is here for us and are always trying to bring joy to CF
patients’ lives.
The DMCF has delivered 1,700 bags in 17 years! How many have
you received, and what was your favorite item in the gift bags?
My favorite items would probably be a pair of wireless Beats
earbuds and the hand knitted blanket that I got at my most
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Sixteenth annual Emerald Eve raises
funds and holiday cheer!
The sixteenth Emerald Eve celebrated local CF patients in a spectacular,
Christmas-themed event. It was the first December Emerald Eve, and DMCF
embraced the opportunity to gather with our friends and supporters during
one of Donna’s favorite times of year. Adding to the festivities, Donna and
David Crandall’s daughter, Kerianne Meadowcroft, was able to attend with
her daughter Isla, as she was visiting from England where she currently lives with
her husband Tony. Saratoga’s Canfield Casino was a breathtaking winter wonderland, thanks
to Mazzone Hospitality’s Aimie Wockenfuss and Ambiance Floral’s Michelle Peters and
Maureen McDonald.

1. Aimee Wockenfuss from
Mazzone Hospitality decorates
the tree for Emerald Eve
2. Dave Crandall and David
Crandall setting up the silent
auction items at Canfield Casino
3. Emerald Eve attendees
Carolyn Nichols, Dr. Malanga,
and Mrs. Malanga
4. Ambiance Floral’s Michelle
Peters and Maureen McDonald

While enjoying a delicious dinner and drinks, guests met 2015’s fundraising record and raised
$135,000 for the Donna Crandall Foundation! “We continue to be amazed by the outpouring
of love and enthusiasm this community shows year-after-year,” said David Crandall, DMCF
President. “We would not be where we are today without all of the people who donate their
time, energy, and monetary support to make this event and our Foundation such a success.”

5. The spectacular tree!
6. Emerald Eve attendees
Carolyn Nichols, Lisa Cheney,
and Barbara Yovine

Travel getaways were the hot-ticket items in 2016. The
highest live auction item was the “Weekend with the
Crandalls at Lake George,” which went for $4,300! The
silent auction, once again deftly organized by Terri Snow,
featured many highly desirable items, including trips,
tickets to sporting and entertainment events, themed
baskets, and more, but it was the escapes that proved to
be the most popular, with a one week stay in Anna Maria
Island going for $1,700; one week in Lake George for
$1,400, and four nights in Maine for $1,100. In addition
to the silent and live auctions, guests participated in both the traditional Emerald Eve raffle—
with the chance to win either $100, $500, or $1,000—and a wine raffle, in which every participant
took home a bottle of wine. Organized by Donna’s niece Elizabeth Vanasdale, the wine raffle
included 130 bottles that were all donated in memory or in honor of someone.

7. Donna’s granddaughter Isla
attended Emerald Eve with her
mom Kerianne Meadowcroft
8. David Crandall addressing the
crowd during the program
9. Crandall family volunteers ready
to help out for the night
10. Tommy Potanovic stands
with the winners of his
beautiful photograph
11. Golf organizers with the winners
of the Lemon Trophy

The 2016 video featured a tribute to one of the Donna Crandall Foundation’s biggest supporters
and inspirations, Dawn McGuinness, who passed away in April 2016, one month shy of her
50th birthday, 37 years after being diagnosed with CF. The video focused on Dawn’s incredible
spirit and highlighted the momentum, guidance, and insight she provided to the DMCF.
During the program, Erin and Ryan Mark, Mike Utzig, and Danielle Grasso presented the
Lemon Trophy to the winners of the 2015 golf event—Dr. Anthony Guiffrida, Mr. Robert Coyle,
and Dr. Matt McElroy.
In addition to going home with their auction winnings, Emerald Eve guests received Donna
Crandall Foundation Christmas ornaments to remember the festive evening.

4.
5.

1.

2.
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Burke P. Bear Awards
honor volunteers
Every year at Emerald Eve, the
Donna M. Crandall Foundation
recognizes some of its special
friends with “Burke P. Bear
Awards,” our small way of
acknowledging their devotion
to the Foundation and people
with cystic fibrosis. At the 2016
Emerald Eve, we were delighted
to present Cheri Martel, Denise
Murphy McGraw, and Maureen
McGuinness with Burke Bears.

6.

Burke Bear winners Maureen McGuinness
Cheri Martel has been a loyal
and Denise Murphy McGraw

7.

8.
9.

volunteer with the Foundation
for more years than we can count. She is always willing to help out
wherever needed, but a few of her projects stand out. Cheri was
instrumental in creating the small gift bags we made to celebrate
our 1,000th gift bag in 2010, as she painstakingly cut out a pattern
created by Claudia Crandall to create a paper version of our canvas
tote. She has tied ribbons, packaged cookies, and placed scratch-off
dots for an Emerald Eve challenge. She organized a special Star
Wars Lemonade Challenge last summer and raised nearly $1,000
to benefit Dawn’s Rooms. She also spent countless hours putting
together a special remembrance book for last year’s Emerald Eve
that highlighted the life of Dawn McGuinness and the contributions
she made to the Donna Crandall Foundation.
Denise Murphy McGraw and Maureen McGuinness have helped
the Foundation for over 10 years. They have helped organize and
been involved in many different swimming fundraisers to benefit
the DMCF with both the Starfish Swim Club and the Niskyauna
Wild Turkeys. We sincerely appreciate their local media contacts
that have shared the Foundation story in both local newspapers
and television shows. Always loyal supporters, Denise and Maureen
have contributed numerous auction items to Emerald Eve and have
shared our story with local organizations to secure prizes for the
swimming fundraisers. Together, Denise and Maureen have raised
over $90,000 for our small-family run foundation!

10.

All of these women are key to the Foundation’s
success and are a part of our ever-growing
extended “family,” willing to help the DMCF
in so many ways throughout the year.

11.

Burke Bear winner Cheri Martel
with David Crandall

To watch the 2016 Emerald Eve video, visit
http://www.donnacrandallfoundation.org/
2016-emerald-eve-video/
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Ryan’s Run

The seventh Ryan’s Run was held in
Hannacroix in July. Approximately 100 people participated
in this annual motorcycle ride and poker run that honors
Ryan Lee MacDonald, who had CF and passed away in
2009 at the age of 23. The first six Ryan’s Run events raised
almost $30,000 for the DMCF. Tina Hamilton will be
presenting a check from 2017’s Run at Emerald Eve.

Dawn McGuinness
Memorial Golf Event

(formerly the Pig & Putt Classic) raised over $18,000
at their June event! (See page 2 for more!)

Shaker Pediatrics

donated $1,306 for DMCF
		
during their December donation event.
		
In tribute to a newly diagnosed baby
		
in their practice, physicians, staff,
			
and families of patients in the
			
practice contributed.

Loudonville Elementary
School raised $139 at their

Lemonade Challenge Event in
December after their Holiday Concert.

Music for Life

raised almost $10,000
for the DMCF at its first event! (See page 10 for more!)

Thank you to
o

Shaker Modified Swim Team
Mile Challenge
Another annual event
that faithfully fundraises
for DMCF, the Shaker
Modified Swim Team
held its Mile Challenge,
organized by Coach
Heather Daniels and
Coach Leslie Archer,
on January 20, 2017
and raised $1,300.

ur supporters!

Joyce Bagyi, Carolyn Nichols, Katie Fuller, Nancy Carroll,
Lisa Cheney, and Tommy Potanovic enjoying the event
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In 2017, the Foundation continued its efforts to make living with CF a little easier for local cystic
fibrosis patients, and none of what we do would be possible without you. The support of community
partners and volunteers makes everything the Donna Crandall Foundation does possible. Every
contribution makes an impact. We are sincerely grateful for the following support:

Wild Turkey Summer Swim
Organized by Caroline McGraw, the Niskayuna Wild
Turkeys held their eleventh annual Swim and Dive Team
Swim-A-Thon in July. 118 swimmers gave up their Friday
night to raise money for DMCF!

Lisa Cheney with Jill Dougherty and the
Starfish Swim Coaches

Starfish Swim Club Swim Mania
This annual Starfish Swim Club’s fundraising event was
held Saturday January 21, 2017, and they donated $4,000
to DMCF! Jill Dougherty and Denise Murphy McGraw
organize Swim Mania every year, which has raised more
than $80,000 for the Foundation since 2001.

Contributions honoring loved ones
We are honored and humbled that families and friends
celebrating joyous occasions or honoring lost loved ones
consider donating to The Donna M. Crandall Memorial
Foundation. Such generosity makes it possible for us to
reach out to others in need. Recent contributions
commemorated the following:

Jen Wilson held a

Stella & Dot party and

donated $400 worth of jewelry
to the Foundation, which DMCF
included in gift bags distributed
to patients admitted to Albany Med.

Contributions to Honor ~
Jamie Mormile

In Memory Of ~
David Carroll
Michele Makas
Trisha Nguyen
Amy Seward

St. Pius X School

included the Donna Crandall
Foundation on their 2017
Lenten Giving Tree and
collected $250 worth of
Starbucks gift cards, which
were put in the Foundation’s
gift bags for CF patients
admitted to Albany Med.
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Holiday surprises year-round at Albany Med
make doctor’s visits a little merrier
Donna Crandall celebrated every day, but she especially loved celebrating holidays. A small way the Donna M. Crandall Foundation honors
her memory is by sharing a bit of her holiday spirit with those CF patients visiting Albany Medical Center throughout the year. Whether for
an admission or a clinic visit, the DMCF helps to make those doctor visits less of a drag to those in our CF community.

Christmas 2016
The E5 “Living Room” looked spectacular with its Christmas decorations put up by Leo and Maryanne Breton. Chelsea Young
shared, “It is so amazing to have that room and the decorations! I know it brought my family a lot of peace and joy last year.” Joan
and Steve Hart continued their tradition of organizing bakers and packing up 96 tins of Christmas cookies to deliver to Albany
Med for clinic patients in December. Thanks to Monique Anastaha, the Foundation had a new, special treat for children visiting the
CF clinic in December—Christmas stockings filled with surprises! Corey Kirkpatrick was the Foundation’s holiday elf, organizing
$1,000 worth of Price Chopper and $1,000 worth of Walmart gift cards for Albany Med’s CF social workers to distribute to patients
and families where needed. Lisa Cheney, Foundation Vice President, shared, “CF families have so many financial constraints and
burdens, and the Donna Crandall Foundation wants to make sure that the holidays are just enjoyed, not a time of additional stress.”

1.

2.

3.

4.

St. Patrick’s Day 2017
Girl Scout Troop 3309 from Saratoga Springs
went shopping for the Foundation and created
special green goodie bags for CF patients who
visited the clinic the week of St. Patty’s Day.
The green-themed goodies included a throw
blanket, cup, candy, pencils, and more.

Easter 2017
The Easter Bunny also visited the CF
Clinic this year! Clinic patients visiting
the week of Easter received eggs with
candy (Donna’s favorite were jelly
beans!) and gift cards to stores, like
Target and Walmart.
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A Hollywood-ready summer surprise
ensures all patients are winners

How can I help the Foundation?

It is a well-known fact that Donna
Crandall hated going to clinic
appointments in the summer—she
detested spending one of New York’s
scarce warm days stuck in the hospital.
Every year since its formation, as a
small tribute to Donna, the Foundation
has tried to make summer clinic visits
a little brighter for patients.
Inspired by the TV game show The
Wall, patients visiting the clinic this
summer got to play the 2017 Donna
Crandall Wall! Siblings Paul and
Elizabeth Caletka kindly designed
and created the board, into which
patients dropped discs, which fell
through pegs on their way to the bottom. Discs landed on a
dollar value, so all patients won $20, $50, or $100!

1. Donate a bottle of wine to the Emerald Eve
wine raffle.
Call or e-mail Mike or Jeff at Newton Wine and
Spirits at 518-782-2322, and they will help you
buy a bottle online to be saved for the Foundation
to pick up. Please let them know if you are purchasing
a bottle in memory or in honor of someone. If you
prefer to purchase your own bottle at your favorite
wine store, please e-mail Lisa Cheney at
lisa@crandallfoundation.org to organize the drop off.

2. Donate an auction item—large or small!—
to Emerald Eve.
Contact Terri Snow at snow43056@aol.com to
learn how.

3. Donate three dozen cookies to be used in our
holiday cookie tins, distributed to patients at
Albany Med in December.
E-mail Joan Hart at JHart1987@live.com.

“Since my introduction to the Donna M. Crandall Memorial
Foundation five years ago, I’ve grown to truly admire all they
do for the families of cystic fibrosis patients in the capital
region,” Elizabeth shared. “The impact they have had on the
lives of local families and the strength of the community they’ve
brought together is unparalleled. So, when the opportunity to
help with this year’s summer project came along, I jumped at
the chance to be able to contribute to their mission and support
such a wonderful foundation.” Her brother Paul added, “Helping
others and family are two important parts of my life. When my
sister introduced me to DMCF, I wanted use some of my own
time and talents to contribute what I could to help better the
lives of those who are suffering from CF.”
One hundred and fifty CF patients at Albany Med participated
in this year’s Summer Surprise, and the Donna Crandall
Foundation gave away $10,000!

4. Donate a package of UNO cards in memory
of Mary Breton.
Mail or drop off the cards to: DMCF /
50 Traditional Lane / Loudonville, NY 12211.

5. Donate a $25 gas card or PriceChopper gift card
to the Foundation.
Mail or drop off the cards to: DMCF /
50 Traditional Lane / Loudonville, NY 12211.

6. Sign Up for Amazon Smile at smile.amazon.com
and select the Donna M. Crandall Foundation as
your charity. A portion of every Amazon purchase
you make by going to smile.amazon.com will go
to DMCF.
7. Consider being an Emerald Eve Corporate Sponsor.
Amounts range from $500 to $2,500.
E-mail Lisa Cheney at lisa@crandallfoundation.org.

Elizabeth Caletka with
the Donna Crandall Wall

8. Consider purchasing one of the 450 limited
tickets to the 17th Annual Emerald Eve. Look for
invitations in the mail by the end of September.
9. Then, ask a friend to join you for Emerald Eve!
10. Consider a donation to the Foundation in lieu
of birthday or Christmas gifts this year.
We will be happy to send you a card! E-mail
Lisa Cheney at lisa@crandallfoundation.org.

11. If you have other ideas for how to support or
raise money for DMCF, please contact us—
we are all ears!
Contact Lisa Cheney at lisa@crandallfoundation.org
INSET: Clinic visitor CJ Van Hattum shows off his Wall winnings--$100!
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Music for Life raises funds while raising voices
Sharon Dingman loves music. She is also an adult CF patient who loves the
Donna M. Crandall Foundation because she knows firsthand all that the
foundation does for CF patients in the region.
A regular volunteer at the Hudson River Music Hall in Hudson Falls, Sharon said,
“They regularly host benefits at the Hudson River Music Hall, and one day, the
owner Jonathan Newell suggested I plan one myself. I knew immediately that I
would plan something for the Donna Crandall Foundation. I so appreciate all
they do to inspire and help those of us with CF, and I was delighted that I could
use my love for music as a way to give back.”
Held on Sunday, April 9th, Music for Life—the first fundraiser Sharon has ever
organized—raised nearly $10,000 for the Donna Crandall Foundation in just
four hours!
Six musical acts performed during the event: Kim Skoll (a blues/folk singer),
Shakin’ off the Rust (a Neil Young tribute band), Almost Breadfish (classic rock),
The King’s English (classic rock), The Jonathan Newell Band (Dave Matthews
tribute), and The Resolutions (a vocal group).
While enjoying the musical acts, guests enjoyed a light lunch and browsed a
silent auction with over 50 baskets and many original works of art. The baskets
were donated by local businesses and put together by friends and family. Sharon
wanted to give a huge thanks to Mia’s Pizzeria in Queensbury, who donated the
food and their time for “next to nothing” (and prepared the food while also
working their normal work day!).
“Sharon is a wonderful friend to the Foundation,” said DMCF Vice President
Lisa Cheney. “We were so thrilled with her offer to organize this fun, inspirational
event to raise additional funds. I had a wonderful time attending. Sharon had
a huge turnout, and it was exciting to see so many talented musicians who were
willing to share their time and talent to benefit the Foundation.”

Music for Life organizer
Sharon Dingman welcomes the crowd

Katie Fuller addresses the attendees
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Musician Chris Baird performing

17 YEARS OF DMCF:
1,700 gift bags delivered to local CF patients
In August, Maggie and Mary Fritz delivered the 1,700th gift bag to Albany
Medical Center. In the special DMCF bag, the lucky patient will find a GoPro,
selfie stick, and a $1,700 check from the Foundation! The gift bags have been a
part of the DMCF since its founding 17 years ago. Donna’s family members saw
the bags as a way that they could make a difference in the lives of CF patients
admitted to Albany Med, regardless of how much money the Foundation raised.
Lisa Cheney, Foundation Vice President, remembers, “The first DMCF bags were
made from simple green paper bags donated by Jerry Donovan and the Cooley
Group. Over-packing resulted in several near fiascos in the Albany Med parking lot
when in route for delivery! So, we realized we needed to upgrade to sturdy canvas
LL Bean totes. 1,700 bags later these legendary gift bags display our simple logo on
the outside and contain fun and entertaining items for CF patients on the inside.”
The original gift bags included items like Beanie Babies and Nintendo Game
Boys. As new gadgets came on the market, they found their way inside the bags.
Walkman stereos, portable CD and DVD players have been replaced with Kindles,
Beats headphones, wireless speakers, and FitBits. Lisa adds, “I am pretty sure many
of our younger patients have never even heard of the “hot” gifts we put in those
earlier bags—if we had only kept one of each bag, we would have a nice, historical
look at changing game technology!”
But, as much as gift bag items have evolved, a few treats stay the same. You will
always find a box of Mike N Ikes, Donna’s favorite candy, and a deck of UNO cards,
in homage to Mary Breton, a brave, beautiful little girl who continues to inspire.

Maggie and Mary Fritz after delivering
the 1,700th gift bag at Albany Med

DMCF volunteers, Maggie and Mary Fritz, now do much of the shopping for the
gift bags. “We love shopping for fun and entertaining items to make the patients’ stays
easier. We try to select games, books, snacks, and electronics that we can imagine
the patients enjoying,” Maggie said. Mary added, “It makes us happy to know that
our efforts not only bring smiles to the faces of CF patients at Albany Med, but also
honor the memory of Donna Crandall.”

1,700th gift bag winner Antonios Anastahas

You will always find a box
of Mike N Ikes, Donna’s
favorite candy, and a deck
of UNO cards, in homage
to Mary Breton…
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All that the Foundation accomplished last year would not have been possible
without the support from the following 2016 Emerald Eve sponsors:
2016 Corporate Sponsors
PLATINUM SPONSORS ~
• Mr. and Mrs. John Breyo • Capital Region Orthopaedic
Associates • Cool Insuring Agency, Inc. • The Gellman Family
Foundation • Beth and Nate Germain • Mazzone Hospitality
GOLD SPONSORS ~
• Ambiance Florals and Events • Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
• Ascent Wealth Partners LLC • Ayco • Hoffman Car Wash/
Jiffy Lube • Hugh Johnson Advisors • New England Systems
and Software • Powmat LTD • Strategic Solutions
• The Flaherty Family Foundation

BRONZE SPONSORS ~
• Anderson Group • Capital Cardiology Associates–Dr. James
O’Brien • Mr. and Mrs. Mark DeAngelis • Mr. and Mrs. Judd
Feinman Family • Mercury Screenprinting–Jeff Serge
• Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Tully
FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION ~
• Cooley Group–Jerry Donovan • Kevin and Kim Hedley
• Cheri Martell • Starfish Swim Club

SILVER SPONSORS ~
• Mr. Chris Cavanaugh and Mr. Pat Rowan • Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Duesterdick • 3N Document Destruction Inc. • Hart Alarm
• M&T Charitable Foundation • Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Mashuta
• James McGuinness and Associates, Inc. • Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Mitchell • Mr. and Mrs. Tim O’Hara • Rose & Kiernan, Inc.

Visit www.donnacrandallfoundation.org
to donate or learn more about the Foundation.

TABLE SPONSORS ~
• The Baldwin Family • The Famiano Family
• The Feurer Family • The Jenkins Family • The Nichols Family
• The Potanovic Family • Siena College • The Van Cott Family
• The Yovine Family

Like us on Facebook!
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